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The Market Today
Market Trend - Businesses are moving to Convertible POS to 
maximize store footprint and existing cash wraps while minimizing 
dependence on store employees for customer checkout

 Legacy checkout lanes in place today - only useful when a store employee available.

 How do businesses take their existing POS lanes and quickly convert them to self-
checkout lanes when store conditions (too few employees vs. too many customers) 
dictate?

 Off the shelf SCO solutions are a challenge to fit into existing checkout lanes and 
fixtures due to height/depth and layout of counters.
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How ENS Can Help
ENS will deliver a Convertible POS Self-Checkout solution based on 
your existing Store Fixtures and POS/Payment Technology

 ENS has core solutions available today or we can create a custom solution for your 
specific business

 ADA compliance can be part of any ENS designed Convertible POS Self-Checkout 
solution as required by our customers

 ENS Convertible POS solutions can change from manned to self-checkout in rapid 
fashion

 Convertible POS Self-Checkout helps solve the challenge of being employee 
dependent for all POS transactions
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Convertible POS Self-Checkout 
Utilizing Legacy Cashwrap

Utilize our TechTower or MM-1000 mounting solution to create 
your custom configuration that fits your needs

Easily move your POS between employee or customer 
utilization via rotation or an extension arm

Tilt and Position your monitor to reduce glare or meet ADA 
compliance

Pole mounting provides an out of box solution for creating 
convertible POS lanes
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Convertible POS Made Easy

Tilt screen for optimum user experience and easily rotate to 
suit your requirements

ENS solution is budget friendly by utilizing existing store 
technology and fixtures

Excellent cable management within the stand to hide and 
protect cables

VESA compliant all-in-one touchscreens easily rotates on   
DM-1000 to convert from manned checkout to SCO

367-5672
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Rotating Convertible POS
367-5035

Solution utilizes existing customer POS/Payment technology 
and existing store fixtures

Payment is on the countertop but could be added to the kiosk 
with a simple design addition

VESA compliant monitors on rotating ENS base for ease of 
converting from manned checkout to SCO



Custom Convertible POS Solutions 
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Your Technology.  Our Solution. Your Way.

Nobody on the planet designs a custom solution faster and 
better than ENS!

 ENS can utilize existing store fixtures for your Convertible POS Lanes

 ENS will design a Convertible POS Self-Checkout solution based on 
your POS and Payment technology

 In house design team

 Rapid prototyping

 U.S. Manufacturing and Supply Chain

 Flexible volumes
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Better by Design
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